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Foreword

Foreword
As March turned to April the pulse quickened somewhat with the arrival
of Spring and the really exciting final stages of the football season up and
down the country.
In the coming weeks, dreams will either become reality or be shattered;
titles and cup finals will be won and lost; some will be demoted and there
will be the ‘amazing escapes’. All this puts huge pressure on everyone:
players, coaches, managers, spectators and, of course, referees and
assistant referees.
With this in mind, this edition of Refereeing
Magazine focuses primarily on mental
strength and the importance of focus
and concentration.
Past issues have focused a great deal on
refereeing techniques and physical fitness but
a key component is mental fitness. We are not
robots; humans make mistakes and so we want
to help you reduce the number of mistakes
you make.
A mistake in the latter stages of the season
always seems to have a greater significance
than earlier in the season; equally a mistake
late in a game is much more defining that one
in the early minutes.
In both cases, these mistakes take place when
officials - and players – are both physically and
mentally tired. Indeed, they are closely linked.
We have asked a number of people to write
about how they reduce mistakes through
greater focus, concentration, awareness and
mental strength. Some are current referees
and assistants, others are refereeing experts.
Inevitably, there is some overlap but that gives
strength to the relevance of what they
are saying.
On Friday 16 May, 100+ members of the RA
will gather at One Great George Street, London
SW1P 3AA (between St. James’s Park and
Parliament Square Underground stations) to
honour our five colleagues who have been
appointed to the 2014 FA Cup Final.
I know everyone in football sends their
congratulations to: Lee Probert (referee),
his assistant referees: Jake Collin and Mick
McDonough, his fourth official: Kevin Friend
and reserve assistant referee: Simon Bennett.

This year’s guest speaker is ex-England and
Chelsea full-back, Graeme Le Saux. Other
officials have also been honoured by The FA
Referees’ Committee and we include a list of
those appointed to this season’s FA finals.
Of course, our minds are moving increasingly
to Brazil. We all wish Roy Hodgson and the
England team every success and perhaps
there has been a small good luck omen from
South America with Sian Massey having been
assistant referee in Costa Rica for the 3rd/4th
place match in the Women’s FIFA U17 finals.
There has also been further success for Marc
Birkett who was the third official (reserve
referee) in the final of the UEFA Futsal EUROs
in Belgium.
Our FIFA officials continue to set and achieve
the highest standards and enhance the
reputation not only of English refereeing but of
English football. The strength and importance
of refereeing to English football at all levels is
clearly highlighted by FA Chairman, Greg Dyke,
in his article.
I wish you all a very enjoyable end of the
season and a great summer; I hope to see
many of you at the RA Conference on 12 July.
Hopefully when I write again in the September
issue we will have been celebrating success
in Brazil.
Best wishes and thank you all for everything
you do for refereeing and football in
this country.
David Elleray
Chairman, FA Referees’ Committee
President, The Referees’ Association

For each of them, a long-held dream has come
true and the RA’s Eve of the Final Really is the
perfect opportunity to meet and salute them.
Lee Probert - FA Cup Final Referee
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Proud of our Referees

Proud of
our Referees
FA Chairman, Greg Dyke, provides his thoughts on English
refereeing as we look back at another successful season
for English referees and forward to an exciting World Cup
tournament this summer.

As we approach another World Cup and excitement grows around
our chances, it is important we remember the other team flying the
flag for English football this summer.
Howard Webb, Mike Mullarkey and Darren Cann will be England’s
refereeing trio in Brazil and are rightly regarded as among the best
in the world.
Howard has taken charge of the biggest games around – not least
the 2010 World Cup Final, when he was ably assisted by Mike and
Darren. It is no surprise that he was one of our most important
ambassadors for The FA’s 150th anniversary celebrations in 2013.
He is a magnificent role model.
One of the best images of last year was when Howard turned up at
a Durham FA event in memory of Sir Bobby Robson. He had a rare
Saturday off but still spent a couple of hours meeting hundreds of
youngsters. He even agreed to referee an Under-7s match.
What an experience for those kids to remember for the rest of their
lives – to be inspired by someone who has reached the very pinnacle
of their field. Howard then had the Royal honour of taking charge of
the first-ever match played at Buckingham Palace in front of HRH The
Duke of Cambridge.
It is not only Howard. Mark Clattenburg just missed out on selection,
having taken charge of the London 2012 Olympic men’s Final at
6

Wembley along with Stephen Child and Simon Beck. There is a
good depth to our leading referees’ list.
Sian Massey’s emergence as a top Premier League assistant referee
was furthered by her work at the FIFA Women’s Under-17 World
Cup in March which followed her appointment for last year’s UEFA
Women’s EURO final in Sweden.
English refereeing is world class. And it is not just football, either.
As a nation we may still be finding our feet in the small-sided world of
futsal but Marc Birkett is one of the top officials on the planet. He was
involved in February’s UEFA Futsal EURO Final after officiating in the
2012 FIFA Futsal World Cup showpiece.
At grassroots level, we recognise the need to encourage more
referees and also to retain those who give their valuable time to
the national game. We celebrated these volunteers in our 150th
anniversary and it is vital we never take them for granted. I am glad so
much work is being done in terms of Respect and protecting officials
at all levels.
This refereeing excellence is not a new phenomenon. No country
has had more men take charge of the World Cup final than The FA’s
four while the first two UEFA European Championship finals had
Englishmen in the middle.

“When it comes to
refereeing on the
biggest stage, it is
not that England
expects; it is that
England excels.”

Of course, this will also be the first World Cup where goal-line
technology takes centre stage after a successful trial at the 2013 FIFA
Confederations Cup.

Referees are incredible athletes these days, with a fantastic
understanding of football and access to the best sports science.
They are evolving, so why shouldn’t the support around them evolve?

With the disappointment of Frank Lampard’s ‘goal’ being missed
against Germany at the last World Cup, we pushed hard as an
organisation for its introduction. As a result, we led the way with
testing at Wembley. Finally, and fittingly, the England-Scotland
match last August – the game’s oldest international – was the first
official national-team fixture in Europe to have goal-line technology.

With broadcast advances – there will be 34 cameras covering the
matches in Brazil – there may well be a time when we can get
information to officials without any negative impact on the fans –
whether watching on in the stands or sitting at home on the sofa.

We have seen its worth in The FA Cup and Premier League this
season and again I must congratulate Neale Barry and David Elleray
for their work to get this change through the International Football
Association Board.
I attended my first IFAB meeting in March and I made the point to
FIFA President Sepp Blatter during the meeting that I didn’t think
goal-line technology would be the end of using technology to help
referee teams during matches.
I am not talking about this year or next, or even in five years’ time but
we should not close our eyes to ways to make things better. I am sure
there will be a way of embracing change without detracting from the
game we know and love.

We all know that lively post-match debate is essential – Was it
offside? Was it a penalty? – but perhaps new technology would allow
analysis and conversation among amateurs and experts alike to
instead focus on the magic moments, the great goals and the
perfect performances?
The referees will always be integral to all of this - controlling the flow,
making the big calls and representing their countries to distinction.
As the proud nation whereby the laws of the game were first codified,
we know too well that without them we would not have football.
Remember, when it comes to refereeing on the biggest stage, it is
not that England expects; it is that England excels.
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RA News

NEWS

The Referees’ Association - quest update

Latest From The Referees’ Association

Sporting Touch

FA Carlsberg Trophy Final - Match Officials Kit

The RA Board of Management have agreed
with NIKE kit provider, Sporting Touch, the
supply of all RA kit orders with effect from
1 January 2014. This has released valuable
space within the RA Head Office and will
enable a reduction of the Head Office Salary
Budget. The agreement will produce at least
the same amount of profit previously made
on our kit operation, and hopefully bring
about increases in revenue for the Referees’
Association from increased sales.

Laura Ritchie - RA Board Member
QUEST (QUality – Excellence – STandard)
is the Referees’ Association’s measure of
individual local Referee Associations (LRA),
in terms of the quality of the membership
product, excellence of support and delivery
and standard working in terms of basic
principles of Association and governance.
With the QUEST standard reaching its first
birthday, this is a good time to look back at
the successes achieved in its first year.

There are three stages of QUEST:
Bronze, Silver and, the highest award, Gold.
At each stage the LRA must complete a
number of tasks, and provide evidence of
this. At this stage the evidence is sent to a
team of independent auditors who decide
whether the criteria have been met.

Members will now have the ability to
purchase Nike Referees kit directly from
the Referees’ Association supplier
on 024 7635 1490 or via their website
www.sportingtouch.com.

The response to QUEST has been
pleasantly surprising with nine LRAs
achieving the Bronze award. These
societies are as follows:
1. York
2.	Lincoln
3. Brighton
4.	Mid Sussex
5. Horsham
6. Grimsby
7. West Somerset
8. High Wycombe
9. Thurrock
Two LRAs have achieved Silver awards:
1. Portsmouth
2. Barkston Ash

Head Office
The purchase of Unit 12 Ensign Business
Centre was probably a sound idea four years
ago, but with the outsourcing of our supplies
operation and a review of our staffing
arrangements, this accommodation is now
clearly too large for our needs. The Board
of Management have agreed to place the
property on the market for sale or rental.
The income derived from this will enable
the board to provide the membership with
a better and more cost effective service.
From enquiries already made it is clear that
we could rent adequate serviced office
accommodation for less than the outgoings
needed to maintain the current building.

Local Referee Meetings
One of the most important parts of all Local
Referee Association meetings is to improve
the knowledge of active referees. The Board
have recently considered the requirement
from FA Learning that all level two referee
tutors must undertake six hours in service
training to maintain their tutor status.
This in-service training could be provided
at an RA night. Local societies are being
encouraged to make use of this requirement
to enable some structured training to be
delivered to their members by trained
referee tutors. There are several modules of
training that can be given in an interesting
and entertaining way to enable members to
enjoy this part of their social night.
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One of the first collaborations with Sporting
Touch was the supply of a brand new style
of kit for all four match officials at the 2014
FA Trophy Final. Delivered in good time
for the match officials to ensure that the
kit fitted well for their big day at Wembley,
the kit was declared perfect by all the
officials. Craig Pawson, the match referee,
commented:

“The feedback on the kit was
very positive. The boys really
enjoyed wearing it and felt
very comfortable throughout
the match. I was certainly very
impressed with the service and
level of communication leading
up to the delivery of the kit.”
Negotiations with the new supplier are
being carried out and it is hoped to have
this kit available for all members for next
season, along with the new NIKE Referees
kit. Comments from members on items
they would like to see supplied by The
Referees’ Association should be sent to
Acting General Manager Paul Field at RA
Head Office or paulfield1@hotmail.com

RA Chairman, Albert Astbury, presents Portsmouth Society with the QUEST silver award.

Neale Barry makes the QUEST Silver presentation to Barkston Ash
Congratulations to those LRAs who have achieved the awards this season,
and we confidently anticipate that the list will grow next season.
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Focus & Concentration in Refereeing

Focus & Concentration
in Refereeing
Ian Blanchard – FA Senior National Game Referee Manager

It is accepted that every good referee has the ability to
maintain their focus during the whole of a game.
But what is focus? How do you develop it? How is it
linked to concentration? Are focus and concentration
different mindsets? This article will explore the meaning
of focus and concentration as well offering some helpful
tips that will aid your refereeing.
Imagine driving a car for the first time. There are so many things to
think about that it can be a daunting prospect.
But as you focus on each important aspect you steadily become
more competent in each area. You develop a clear focus and
concentration on strengthening your skills and an understanding of
each part of the car.
Eventually you equip yourself with the skills that enable you to drive a
car, at the right speed and safely.
Simply put, focus is what we are thinking about. In refereeing we
often hear the word focus or the term being focused. Well we are
always focused on something but we need to focus on the right thing.
So in respect of concentration I think you can now start to see the link
between focus and concentration.
In refereeing terms consider the following scenario of two players,
who are equidistant, running towards the ball. Your focus is on what
is going to happen; your concentration is on the shape of the body of
the players as they challenge for the ball.

In the book Football – Raise your Mental Game the authors
Richard Nugent and Stephen Brown suggest that “Developing
your mental focus and concentration is like developing
a muscle. The more you train yourself, the more focused
you become.” Referees spend a lot of time developing and
maintaining their physical levels. However, Nugent and Brown
clearly suggest that you should also spend time training your
brain to develop concentration levels. So how can we do this?

Helpful tips on gaining and remaining focused and developing full concentration.

1. The power of the process

4. Inside the bubble

7. The progress reminder

It’s important to focus on what you do as
a referee rather than concentrating on the
possible outcomes. Positive performances
naturally follow when you have developed
and mastered the techniques of refereeing.
Remember focusing on the outcome,
getting through 90 minutes of a game,
does not tell you how to get there.

A vast number of distractions compete for
your attention when you are refereeing.
Comments from players, from managers,
spectator chants are just some of the
distractions that can influence your
performance. Keep your focus firmly on
the game you are controlling and ignore or
block out the distractions.

Your progress or development as a referee
can at times be difficult to measure. At the
end of every week record three or more
aspects of your performance that indicates
you are improving.

Develop clear goals

2. Keeping calm

These should be related to your refereeing performance, for
example - needing to get closer to play. This is a performance
goal, a technical target that will enhance your decision-making.
So if you work on your fitness level, your ability to sprint to be
closer to play then there is every chance you will achieve this goal.

Improving your focus doesn’t always mean
trying harder. Pushing yourself too hard is
usually counter-productive, as you’re more
focused when you are relaxed, calm and in
control. Learn to relax and improvement
and success will follow.

Being aware of your progress will keep you
focused on achieving your long term goals.

8. Keep in shape
Maintain a high level of fitness at all times.
Concentration and focus are significantly
more likely to drop when you are tired; the
best way to stop this is to get fitter which in
turn will prevent fatigue from setting in.

Practice makes perfect
David Beckham relentlessly practised free kicks at goal, with
several clearly defined targets as to where the ball should go.
So, as a refereeing example, work on repeatedly giving that
correct penalty decision: look at how far away from play you are,
what angle of view you have; what is your first movement? This
suddenly breaks the process down into manageable chunks.

Training the brain
Using simple tasks will help you improve your focus and
concentration. Close your eyes and focus on your breathing,
feel your chest moving as you breathe in and out. Count each
breath, seeing how many you can count before your mind
wanders or is distracted. If you get over 10 you are doing well.
Practice this twice a day and set a target of improving your
previous count until you are into three figures.

Focus on the game
Using the above model, focus on 10 refereeing situations.
Do the breathing exercise above but as you take a breath
run one of the scenarios through your mind. For example:
breath – award a corner kick – breath – give a free kick – breath
– indicate offside – breath – give a penalty – breath – fair
challenge, no foul etc.
Mastering this allows you to remain focused on the key tasks
required in refereeing, which are important to you, whilst
remaining relaxed.
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5. Positive focus

3. External focus
If you over-think or over-analyse your
performances, they will unravel and
become cumbersome.
Stay in the zone during your refereeing,
focusing on the physical action rather
than your internal thoughts.

Focus on what you want instead of what
you don’t want. It’s more beneficial to focus
on being a success rather than a failure.
Always have a game plan, an aim to move
towards your goals, dreams or aspirations.

6. See you focused

Recommended Reading
• Nugent, Richard & Brown Steve.
Football Raise your mental game.
A & C Black, London. 2008

Take advantage of the brain’s ability to
differentiate between reality and fantasy
by imagining you looking focused and
motivated during refereeing. Close your
eyes and recreate the sights, sounds and
feelings when you are refereeing at
your best.
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Controlling the Controllables: Coping with Refereeing Pressures

Controlling the
Controllables:

Finding ways to deal with refereeing
pressures is about focusing on controlling
the controllables, and the one thing that you
can always control is you.
Most controllable factors are task-relevant.
In other words, when you are under pressure
during a match it will help you to focus on
things like: communication, movement,
positioning or body language.

Coping with Refereeing Pressures

In comparison, uncontrollable factors are
task-irrelevant and may be detrimental to
your performance. But remember these are
usually the same for every referee, so there is
nothing to be gained by worrying
about them.

Liam Slack, PGMOL Sports Psychologist, takes a look at a range of internal
and external factors that can have an impact on you as a referee, and offers
some advice on how to deal with those pressures.

Unfortunately, this situation is often
unwittingly reinforced by a well-meaning
parent, friend, or peer whose first question
on arriving home from a match can be: What
did the assessor say?, rather than: Did you
enjoy yourself? Did you referee well and if
so why? What could you have done better?
What did you learn?
Hence, the more you focus on task-relevant
processes the more likely refereeing will be
challenging and rewarding rather than a
source of stress.

For referees at every level, officiating
90 minutes of football can be a difficult
challenge and, at times, it may feel like
an emotional pressure cooker.
Whilst some refereeing pressures are
healthy, too much pressure can interfere
with and impact upon your physical and
psychological functioning on the field
of play.
Therefore, your ability to deal effectively
with pressure can be the difference
between success or failure, promotion or
demotion, amateur or elite.

With this in mind, why not develop your
own list of controllable factors that you
can take into your future appointments.
Examples could include time management,
appearance, attitude or positive thoughts.

Most referees will be well aware that mental
factors can influence performance. It is
important to realise that this applies to the
learning of new skills as well as producing
consistently high-levels of performance.
Most peak performances are by
referees who:
• Handle and thrive on pressure well

De velop you r
own list of
con trollable
fac tor s

• Have meticulous pre-match preparation
• Are totally committed to the physical
training programme
• Maintain concentration in spite
of distractions
• Have talent and a high work-ethic
• Remain confident in spite of setbacks
It could well be said that referees who display
these qualities are mentally tough and it is
this mental toughness that helps referees
cope with pressure on and off the field.

Your aim as a referee is to develop and
enhance a set of psychological skills that
will enable you to cope with pressure

12

Mental toughness can
be easily summarised by
the 4C’s:
•
•
•
•

Commitment
Control of Emotions
Concentration
Confidence

Your aim as a referee is to develop and
enhance a set of psychological skills that
will enable you to cope with pressure
with regards to these four mental
toughness qualities.
The important word here is skills.
Mental skills, just like physical and
organisational skills, have to be learnt. You
must be prepared to commit time and effort
to learning them.
Don’t forget that these mental skills can also
be very important life-skills that transfer
readily to other situations in your life - social,
university, and workplace, for example

13
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Let’s take one psychological quality
associated with optimal refereeing
performance:

Concentration
Concentration is “the ability to focus on
task-relevant cues in your environment and
to maintain that focus for the duration of
the competition.”
There is no secret to building concentration.
It’s something you develop the same way
you develop other parts of your game.
The mistake that many referees make is that
they don’t practise concentration while they
are training, or preparing for matches. If your
mind is going to wander during your match
preparation, it is likely to do the same during
the game itself.
Concentration is developed through practice
and dedication. This is important because
making correct decisions is decided on small
margins, which in many cases can be traced
back to a lapse in concentration, usually
towards the end of a match when you are
under the greatest pressure and at your
most fatigued.
If you are to improve your concentration, it is
important to understand where, when, and
how you lose it.

The most prominent
mental skills
techniques adopted by
referees include:
• Goal-Setting
• Applied Relaxation
• Mental Imagery
• Visualisation
• Positive Self-Talk
• Focus and Re-Focus
Techniques
• Effective Metaphorical
Language
• Anxiety Management
Strategies
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My advice to any referee, at any level,
would be to try mental skills training and
see if it works.
As sport psychologists we cannot promise
improved performance, but we can promise
improved awareness and understanding
of yourself and others, and this improved
awareness usually leads to more consistent
and therefore better performances.
However, mental skills take time to master they will seldom happen for you overnight.
Also, just like physical skills, you should
remember that the last skill you have
learnt will be the first one to break down
under pressure.
Therefore, gradually put yourself into
situations that generate more and more
pressure and when you are happy that you
can cope at one level, step up to the next
higher pressure situation.
For instance, initially you could practice
your mental skills around the house, away
from refereeing. You could then gradually
introduce these techniques into your
training sessions.
Then perhaps you can implement these
skills under high pressure in a match.

Concentration is a
skill that must be
developed through
systematic practice

If you are to improve
your concentration,
it is important to
understand where,
when, and how you
lose it

What all these cues have in common is their
task-irrelevance to the here and now and
distract you from the cues you should be
focusing on. Worrying about what might
happen acts purely as a distraction and
causes excess pressure, muscle tension,
and/or tentative refereeing performance.
It is important to stay inside the game at all
times by staying in the present and very
near the future.
Thinking about past or future events causes
you to internalise (get stuck inside your
own head), which may cause you to miss
important cues on the field-of-play and
hence make mistakes.
Thinking about the next decision or phase
of play will enable you to anticipate your
movement and positioning and perhaps
make unpressured decisions.
One of the best ways to stay in the present
and keep your mind focused on the game is
through the use of cue words.
These are simply words that can help trigger
a particular response. They can have a
psychological, instructional, motivational,
and emotional component. The key is to
keep the cue word simple and to make them
meaningful to you.

Here are a few examples
of cue words I encourage
referees I work with to use:
• T- CUP (Total Control
Under Pressure)
• Angles, Angles, Angles
• Breathe in, Move on
• Left 5
• Stay Strong, Finish Strong
• T.R.U.S.T (when making
decisions, just spelling out
this word in your mind
can be useful.)
Many referees feel that concentrating means
trying harder. In reality concentration is a skill
that must be developed through
systematic practice.
Once again, similar to coping with pressure,
you must choose what mental skills feel
most comfortable to you. This requires
you to identify what your strengths
and development areas are in terms of
concentration, and to focus on improving
them with the appropriate mental
skills techniques.

A closer inspection of the concentration
problems usually reveals that they are
caused by inappropriate attentional focus in essence your mind is not focusing on the
proper cues at a given point in the match
and you become distracted by other events,
thoughts, or emotions.

Examples of inappropriate
attentional cues include:
• attending to too many cues
• attending to past events
• attending to future events

15
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Point of view:
Mental Strength
for Refereeing
Steve Martin, National List Referee, provides a personal insight
into how he has developed the psychological skills necessary to
help him maintain his concentration during matches.
One of the first things I realised when I started
out in refereeing was that I would have to be
mentally strong.

The main problem with this attitude was that
my mental strength and concentration were
impacted, as I was out of breath far too often.

In every game your mental strength is always
being tested by players who will always claim
it’s white even when you know it’s black. You
quickly learn that it takes strength of character
to stick with your decision and to not be
swayed by players or outside influences.

My concentration wasn’t totally on the game
itself, as I was also concentrating on being able
to make the next sprint without collapsing.

No matter what refereeing level you’re at,
always remember that you already possess
a high mental strength, no matter what the
situation is. To be able to give decisions, without
fear or favour, and then stick with them when
you’re being informed that you’re wrong takes
real character and mental strength.
However, as with everything, there’s always
room for improvement and that’s what we, as
match officials, are constantly working towards.
After every match I always reflect on what
I could have done better. There is always
something, whether it be on the pitch or off
it, in terms of my preparation. One thing I
have realised as I’ve moved up the ladder, is
that preparation is a major factor to being
successful. If I’ve had a bad journey or a
poor night’s sleep it will no doubt affect me
mentally and have an adverse effect on
my concentration.
In the very early days of my career I would
invariably turn up for games shortly before
kick off with no thought about things like my
warm up.
I then found myself rushing around, checking
players’ equipment, and found myself stressing
before I’d even started.
This also had something to do with my lack of
physical training because my mindset when
I first started was certainly: “referee to get fit”
rather than “fit to referee”.
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By the end of my first season I had changed
my routine. I would arrive early enough to be
able to warm up, liaise with team coaches, and
generally show to all concerned that I was keen
to be there and that I wanted to perform well.
It also helped me start the game in the right
frame of mind and get me ready to work hard
for 90 minutes and to make the right decisions
throughout. As a result I soon realised that a
regular routine made me feel more relaxed and
left me free to concentrate on the task ahead.
I think we can get ourselves too worked up in
the lead up to games, and I prefer to focus on
the things that I can control. These include:
- Planning my route to the ground and deciding
whether to stay in a hotel the night before
- Doing all I can to make sure I arrive stress-free
and completely focused on my task ahead
- Making sure my communications kit, buzzer
flags and match day kit are all completely
ready the night before so again my mind is
not side-tracked on match day.

Pre-match I want to be able to take on as much
information as possible without worrying about
anything unnecessary. This includes getting
safety advice from the stadium officer,
with evacuation procedures being of
paramount importance.
I also make sure I give a positive impression
at the exchange of team sheets which is an
integral part of my day’s work where I have to
be mentally strong under pressure - I want the
captains and management teams to leave
my changing room with confidence in me as
the referee who is going to be in charge of
their match.
I like my routine in the lead up to kick off to be
consistent. I keep everything as organised as
possible and I must confess, like most referees,
I am slightly superstitious.
Once the match has started I try to split each
half into 15 minute segments, with a goal of
reaching the end of each segment without a
major error.
Concentration is always heightened at big
decisions, such as penalties, but staying
focused at other times can be just as crucial. It’s
even harder if you’re an assistant referee and
all the play is one sided and being played at the
other end of the pitch. In these situations I have
a trigger, which quickly reminds me how hard
I’ve worked to get to this level. I think about
some of the hardest games that I’ve been
involved in and how, in the long run, they make
you stronger. This certainly helps me focus on
the task ahead.

The main piece of advice I can pass on, is that
you must never get complacent. All of your
hard work over 89 minutes can suddenly be
undone by switching off for a split second.
As soon as you cross the white line you need
to be totally focused on performing to your
maximum, both mentally and physically.
If I ever need any help concentrating, I just
think about the people close to me that have
supported me over the years. I then consider
what they would think if they knew that I wasn’t
giving my best.
As referees we will experience pressure in
every game and your integrity will ensure
that you always give decisions as you see fit.
Never be swayed and always remember that
you have thousands of colleagues who are
experiencing similar pressures to you at exactly
the same time every week. We support each
other and, like the players, we are a team. You
may sometimes think that you’re on your own
on the pitch, but in reality you have the full
backing of The FA and RA who are always on
hand to help you if needed.
Always be strong and remember that you
have earned the right to be a referee, so be the
best that you can possibly be. Work to your
maximum in every game and you’ll never have
any regrets.

Over the years I’ve realised that most of
my mistakes have occurred because I have
become complacent in games that have
been going well. I’ve taken for granted the
low temperature of the game and my relaxed
attitude has rubbed off on the players. One
thing I have learnt is that if the players think
that you’re not taking things seriously, then
your control will be threatened.
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Under Pressure Can you handle it?
FA National Referee Manager Daniel Meeson talks with Level 5 Referee, Jordan Cushen, from
Bedfordshire on how grassroots referees can maintain their focus and concentration in their
games by developing the mental strength to be able to cope with pressure.
There is a misconception that pressure in
refereeing only exists within the professional
game where our elite referees make
decisions in front of thousands of people in
packed stadiums.
It’s an environment in which their every
move is scrutinised by the media, who
project their games to global audiences,
and are constantly questioned, judged and
challenged by multi-million pound players
and high profile mangers.
From time to time, it all has the potential
to get a bit too much and that’s why the
PGMOL (Professional Game Match Officials)
take the psychological effects of refereeing
very seriously. So much so that sports
psychologists work with the elite on a
regular basis, offering support, guidance and
consultation to ensure that the country’s
finest are in the best mental shape possible.
But what of grassroots referees? What
pressures do they face? What focus,
concentration and mental state or state
of mind do they need to maintain their
enjoyment of refereeing and also make the
right decisions?
DM: So much emphasis is now placed on
being physically fit that referees often
tend to neglect our mental fitness. Do you
do anything specific to prepare your state
of mind for matchday?
JC: I like to have some background
knowledge of the two teams involved to give
me an idea of the sort of game I might expect
and the likely standard of football.
It also allows me to grasp how strict I need
to be at the start of the game. Should it be a
top of the table clash, I feel a strong presence
early on is vital and so by briefly researching
the teams it helps me to prepare my state of
mind for matchday.
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However, I do also believe that you can
know too much about the teams. If you go
looking for problem players you can quickly
get bogged down in how you might have
difficulty in controlling them and hence start
to form a negative mindset about the game.
So whilst I feel research helps me, too much
research could also hinder my performance.
DM: The conditions that grassroots
referees face can sometimes not be
conducive with mental preparation. Talk us
through your pre-match routine that allows
your mind to become calm and focused
ready for kick-off ?
JC: I like to try and talk to most of the people
I encounter on matchday. When speaking
to players on an individual basis before the
game it gives me a sense of those who will
be of use and help me control the game and
those who won’t.
For example, a positive, happy and chatty
kind of response suggests that I could use
them to aid my match control later in the
game as I know they are willing to talk.
One other way I like to prepare before
matchday is to think of possible scenarios
that might occur during the game.
The scenarios tend to range from the basic
throw-in decision to the more complex
scenarios such as a mass confrontation. I feel
that after thinking about these scenarios for
a few moments I am better prepared should
they happen in the game, especially in the
first few minutes.

DM: It’s the first minute of the game - you
make a big decision and then an element
of doubt crosses your mind and you ask
yourself - was I right? Was I in the right
position? Did I really see what I think I saw?
How do you park the decision and move
on so that you maintain your focus for the
remaining 89 minutes?
JC: I am a firm believer of “what’s gone, is
gone”. You can’t change the past, but you
can learn from it and use it positively to
impact on the future. Whether I got the
decision right or wrong, I mustn’t dwell on it
as it cannot be changed.
I like to think that when making a decision in
the first minute you have many, many more
decisions to follow and it is on these that
I need to focus. I try to forget about it and
think about how I am going to get the next
decision correct.
DM: How do you ensure that your focus
and concentration is maintained for the
full 90 minutes?
JC: One thing I always try to keep in mind
is that a game of football only lasts
90 minutes but it is vital to maintain
concentration throughout.
I would struggle to forgive myself after the
game if I made an error due to a lapse of
concentration, and would probably say to
myself, if only I had concentrated properly
for another 10 minutes.
Therefore, whilst the ball is dead, to ensure I
don’t lose concentration I try to think about
my current positioning and where I might
need to be once the ball has come into play. I
find this quickly refocuses my mind.

DM: With the increased media coverage
of the professional game, grassroots
participants now expect more and more
from our referees. There is pressure on
referees to maintain high standards. How
do you cope with that pressure?
JC: I try not to put too much pressure on
myself, but pressure can play a big role in
our performances and sometimes it can be
difficult to cope with.
I feel the only pressure out there is the
pressure you put on yourself. You sometimes
experience pressure when you make
a decision.
It’s at these times where you have to
respond according to the incident in hand by
perhaps looking at your positioning, whistle,
tone etc.

DM: Do you think that as well as the
theory and practical refereeing training
you receive, is there an opportunity to
introduce something around mental
fitness? If so, what would you like to see?
JC: Absolutely! I feel that this is a vital
area that affects every match official. I am
passionate about psychology and mental
fitness and want to study them further at
university in September.
I feel that sessions based predominantly on
theory could be focused around the kind of
questions I have answered here and then
it may be beneficial to share good practice
amongst other officials.

These are all things that we can control
and so the pressure is all based around
controllables.
DM: Coupled with that, imagine the most
chaotic situation: players everywhere,
managers shouting and screaming all
waiting for a decision from you. You need
to be calm, composed and professional.
How do you maintain a calm approach?
JC: I always try to speak to those who have
sparked the incident and then perhaps
the captains.
I try to think about maintaining a positive
conversation with those in front of me but
I also try to reflect on what I am saying
through my body language. This way
everyone who’s watching has an idea of
what I am saying which I like to think helps
calm the situation.
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Developing your mental strength:
Techniques to improve mental
strength and concentration
Gemma Gale, Derbyshire FA
Referee Development Officer
and FA Licensed Referee
Tutor, considers techniques
and strategies that can help
you deal effectively with
mental pressure, allowing
you to perform to the best
of your ability irrespective of
the pressure you might find
yourself under.

The following are some suggested strategies for coping with
pressure and developing mental strength:
Stay positive with self- affirmation and
self-talk – Talking to ourselves during a
match, making sure all the words in our
mantra are positive e.g. “relax”, “get an
angle”, “focus”, “keep strong”, “move on”.
Staying in the moment – We tend to focus
on what we are doing wrong in a match
and can end up frustrating ourselves even
more, perhaps getting stuck thinking
about a previous decision and not
looking forward.
We mentally beat ourselves up so our
concentration fades and we are no longer
performing to the best of our ability. We
cannot change previous decisions, so we
must forget about them – park them and
move on. Our next decision is all that we
can control. That has to be our focus, but
wait for it to come.

What is pressure and where can it
come from?
In refereeing, pressure is the feeling we
get when we have to deal with a difficult or
complicated situation, and it may come from
within ourselves or from others.
Every time we referee, we want to perform to
the best of our ability; we want the game to
go well because we care about what we do.
Unless we manage this pressure, the weight
of expectation can negatively affect our
performance.
Further pressure can come from external
sources such as: family, work, friends,
health, colleagues, players, managers
and spectators, all of which can affect our
concentration and performance.

How can we cope with pressure to prevent
any negative impact on our decision
making?
Coping with pressure starts with us
recognising it and then adopting strategies
and techniques for controlling it or reducing
the risk of it arising in the first place.
As referees we have the ability to control our
preparation, both physical and mental, on
and off the field of play.
We are in control of our own physical fitness
and our knowledge of the Laws of the Game.
By controlling the controllables we are
putting in place strategies for coping with
pressure.
Our role as referees is to make judgements
and decisions using the framework of the
Laws of the Game, so we must recognise
that almost every time we blow the whistle,
potentially half of the players and at least
half the spectators will disagree.
This is the reality of the game we love to be a
part of. As referees, we should always strive
to be respected rather than popular, and by
recognising this aspect of our role we are
creating mental strength and resilience.

Body language – Our body language can
directly affect the players and teams we
are refereeing.
We should avoid negative body language
such as looking to the ground after making
a decision, avoiding eye contact, and
dropping our shoulders.

This negative body language means
the players may see that we are losing
confidence in ourselves and they may start
to chip away at us further.
Decisiveness, positive signalling and
portraying a confidence in our decision
making and ability are ways in which to
respond to pressure and show
mental strength.
Staying cool under pressure – Keeping
control of our emotions and physical
actions is very important and we should
avoid publicly showing anger, frustration or
disrespect.
Staying in control of our own emotions
and actions by taking a deep breath and
creating thinking time is important
Control the controllables – We should
invest our energy in what we can control
and influence, not what is beyond
our control.

Why is concentration important and
how can we maintain effective levels of
concentration?
Lapses in concentration can increase the
chance of avoidable mistakes; mistakes
can result in challenges to match control,
challenges that can be avoided with good
levels of concentration.
A split second loss of concentration for
players and match officials can make the
difference between winning and losing.
As referees we need to maintain high
concentration levels, the following are tips
that you may find useful:
Keeping Concentration – We must always
try to keep our eyes and our minds locked on
to what we are doing and to stay focused.
We tend to lose focus when we are fatigued
or tired, so we should try to relax and
recharge our batteries when there is an
opportunity e.g. whilst remaining alert to
what is happening around us at a break in
play such as an injury, substitution, or restart
of play, taking a controlled deep breath and
mentally reminding ourselves to concentrate
with words such as “focus”, “switch on” and
“next decision”.
As a physical concentration reminder we
could wear an elastic band on our wrist and
snap it when we feel we are about to switch
off, or squeeze our whistle or watch when we
feel the need to refocus.
We should also attempt to minimise external
distractions such as crowd noise, comments
from the technical area occupants or players,
filtering out what is important and turning
the rest into background noise.
The main aims for referees are to enjoy
our participation in a football match and to
control the game.
However, to control a game we must first be
in control of ourselves, our emotions and our
actions – ‘control the controllables’. We will
then develop the mental strength we need
to control the game.
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Footballing myths:
the non-active
assistant referee
Adam Watts, PGMOL Senior Coach for Assistant Referees
and former FIFA assistant referee, examines concentration
and focus for assistant referees, dispelling the footballing
myth of ‘the non-active assistant referee’.

The non-active assistant referee
Research by Krustrup et al. (2009) suggests
that during a match the physical activity profile
of assistant referees involves standing still for
46% of the time (see Figure 1), usually this is
when the assistant referee is positioned on the
halfway line with the play taking place in the
other half of the field of play (see Figure 2).
With nearly half of a match spent standing
still the phrases non-active or dead assistant
referee were coined, based on the apparent
lack of physical activity.
Whilst it is true that there is a lack of physical
activity whilst positioned at the halfway line,
the phrase is a misnomer and should be far
from the truth as the assistant referee should
be mentally active, concentrating fully on the
match and their role in the refereeing team.

Standing Still

29.7%

Walking

6.3%

Jogging

4.0%

Low-Speed Running

1.9%

Medium-Speed Running

1.2%

High-Speed Running

0.6%

Sprinting

10.5%

Sideways Running

Figure 1: Activity profile of assistant referees in international matches from Krustrup et al. (2009)

The article will consider the topic from four perspectives:
Preparation, Influences, Consequences and Strategies
to ‘get into the concentration zone’, and is intended to
encourage you to think about your own strategies and
approaches to gaining and maintaining concentration.

“The power to concentrate was
the most important thing. Living
without this power would be
like opening one’s eyes without
seeing anything.”

45.8%

46%

The average time
assistant referees
spend standing still
during a game

Haruki Murakami

Figure 2: An assistant referee positioned on the halfway line whilst play develops in the
other half of the field of play

Murakami’s words are an illustration of the importance of concentration
and focus to us as individuals, but they perhaps resonate more vividly to
us in our roles as match officials.

Preparation

Whilst the main role of the assistant referee is assessing offside
situations, an assistant referee’s primary responsibility is to add value
to the team decision-making and so without concentration and focus,
achieving this to the fullest potential is impossible.

Concentration is defined as the action or power of focusing one’s
attention or mental effort, and is therefore a critical factor in the decisionmaking processes of assistant referees.
It is a skill that requires mental effort, which makes the brain the critical
organ when it comes to maintaining attention and cognitive processing
speed (the ability to think quickly).
To support these processes it is critical that proper nutrition and
hydration are considered in your preparation. The brain does not have
stores of fuel, and so poor nutritional preparation can affect mental
processing and result in lapses in concentration.
Fatigue and anxiety can also affect cognitive function and therefore the
ability to concentrate, so making sure that you have very good levels
of physical fitness, get enough sleep before a match, and channel any
anxiety or feeling of nervousness in a positive way are important.
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Influences
The ability to concentrate can be influenced by both internal and
external factors.
If we think about the three critical factors which an assistant referee must
process to arrive at an outcome for an offside judgment (see Figure 3), all
three may be impacted upon by both external and internal factors.

Internal Factors affecting concentration
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Fitness
Nutrition and Hydration
Level of fatigue
Level of anxiety and pressure from yourself
Knowledge of the Laws of the Game, including practical application

External Factors affecting concentration
• Balance of play leading to a prolonged period of time positioned at the
halfway line
• Occupants of the technical area, including substitutes
• Players
• Supporters
• Stadium Announcements
• Pressure from others (including your colleagues in the refereeing team)
• Condition of the touchline
• Weather Conditions
Consequences
If an assistant referee does not prepare appropriately for a match, lacks
the ability to concentrate or allows concentration to wane, then their
ability to make accurate decisions also drops.

Figure 3: Influences on assistant referee offside decision making

The consequence is an increased likelihood of making an error. Decisionmaking errors, such as an incorrect offside flag, may have a major
negative impact on the outcome of a match and result in a challenge to
the referee’s control and authority. It is therefore important to consider
strategies for gaining and maintaining concentration.

Strategies

Verbal Cues

The goal of the assistant referee should be to maintain effective levels of
concentration throughout the entire match.

The following are examples of trigger words that can be used to refocus
concentration:

The key to this is to control the influence of any internal factors as much
as possible and recognise the potential external influences which may
cause mental distraction.

• STOP – To halt the start of thoughts wandering

As part of their preparation, the assistant referee should:

• FOCUS or CONCENTRATE – To heighten concentration
• RELAX – To combat feeling of anxiety that can negatively impact
on concentration

Dress appropriately – feeling the cold will negatively impact on
concentration levels

• PRIORITISE – To lessen the risk of too much information

Know the condition of the touchline - consider potential distractions
such as a sprinkler cover in order to fully focus and concentrate on the
field of play and not what is under foot

• THINK FOUL – To mark a switch of priority to physical challenges

Avoid distractions – ensure potential distractions such as the
spectators coach or substitutes are sufficiently far back from the
touchline; never turn round to engage in conversation, do not look at
them, actively exclude them and imagine a link or tunnel between you
and what is happening on the field of play
The same link or tunnel can be used to close out or fend-off any noise
from supporters, turning it into a background noise.
Strategies for maintaining full concentration can be very personal but
here are a few verbal and physical cues that may help.

• THINK OFFSIDE – When an offside situation is developing
• THINK LOCATION – Inside, inside, outside, inside as play develops
near to the penalty to assist in recognising the location of the offence,
penalty kick or direct free kick
Positive ‘self-talk’ can also be used to channel anxiety or nervousness,
turning it into a positive.
Even the most experienced match officials feel butterflies which is a sign
that you care about your performance, so try to step onto the field of
play believing that you will do your best for the team.
Before you leave the dressing room, you may consider using “worry
time” to leave any negative thoughts or feelings in the dressing room.

Physical Cues
Physical actions can be used as a cue for refocusing, by associating a
particular action with increasing concentration levels.
• RESET or REBOOT – Stepping a pace backwards from the touchline
and then moving back forwards towards the touchline can be used to
‘reboot’. This is something that can be performed when the assistant
referee is positioned at the halfway line, or in preparation for a corner
kick restart.
• PARK IT – A physical action to park a decision so that it does not
impact on concentration e.g. pressing your watch

The goal of the assistant referee
should be to maintain effective
levels of concentration throughout
the entire match

• SNAP INTO IT – Use an elastic band to snap on your wrist when
concentration levels fall
• MEERKAT MANOUVRE – Much like a meerkat prioritises its gaze
whilst on sentry duty, the assistant referee can make movements of
their head to observe key areas of the field of play when positioned on
the halfway line (see Figure 4).
The assistant referee can prioritise their focus on key areas to remain
focused on the developing phase of play to maintain effective
concentration levels. Areas such as the halfway line (1), touchline (2),
defensive wall (3) and corner kick taker (4) can be used as ‘trigger zones’

This article is intended to encourage you to think
about your own strategies and approaches to
gaining and maintaining concentration as an
assistant referee.
It is important to Prepare in order to best control
internal factors, recognise the Influence of
both internal and external factors, understand
the Consequence of these factors and adopt
Strategies to maintain control and optimise
your levels of concentration in order to impact
positively on performance.

Figure 4: Potential areas of focus to maintain concentration
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Point of view: Maintaining Concentration and Mental Strength

the sumo
As an assistant referee, there will be many occasions when the ball is not in your half.
This is when you must stay focused. You could find yourself standing at the halfway line
watching the play, perhaps thinking about your previous decision.
If I start to do that, I say the word SUMO which is an acronym for: Shut Up Move On.
This acts as a trigger for me to stop thinking about my last decision and gets me to refocus on
the field of play. It is obviously important to move on quickly, because if you don’t there could
be another big decision to make, and it has often been said that incorrect decisions regularly
occur after a contentious incident has just happened.

mental strength
Without doubt, operating in the Premier
League and on international matches is
hugely demanding on a number of levels.
As an elite official you not only have to
have a high level of fitness to cope with the
speed of the game and keep up with the
pace of players, but you must also possess
the mental skills to cope with the intense
pressure that you experience from the
moment you receive an appointment.

Point of view:
Maintaining
Concentration and
Mental Strength

Often there is large scale media attention
on the two teams involved, especially if
it is a big game such as a top of the table
clash, local derby or relegation battle with
newspapers, satellite TV and social media
often commenting on the match daily in
some format leading up to it.
But this is where preparation is vital. After
receiving a Premier League appointment on
the Monday before the match, it’s important
to then organise a training schedule and
travelling arrangements to ensure you are at
your peak.

Stephen Child, FIFA and Select Group Assistant Referee, provides a personal
insight into how he has developed different mental skills to maintain his
concentration and mental strength to cope with the pressures of elite officiating.

concentration
As a match official, you are always mindful of
your concentration levels.

match where most of the action was down
the other end.

One lapse in your attention levels during
a match could prove costly and the
consequence can be significant.

I noticed very quickly that this meant that
you could easily miss incidents or lose
your positioning with the second rearmost
opponent.

With points at stake for the teams
concerned, for them, it could ultimately
be the difference between promotion and
relegation, while for you as an official it could
lead to relentless media coverage exposing
your error to the world for all to see.
It is therefore imperative that you develop a
strong level of concentration during matches
and develop skills to cope with pressure.
I remember when I first started lining. It was
very easy to switch off and allow your mind
to wander, especially during a one-sided
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To help me combat those moments, I
found the best way was to do a running
commentary of the game. It had an
immediate impact on my performance
and I was able to appreciate team tactics,
recognise offences and identify players,
which at times helped the referee when he
needed to discipline players.
For me this was a valuable lesson learned
and one that has helped me to reach the
level I am at now.

That being said, due to the speed and
unpredictability of players and general play,
it is inevitable that mistakes occur but to me
this is not a failing.
It is only a failure on your part if you do not
reflect on it and put steps in place to try and
avoid it happening again.
For example, in my first match this season a
situation occurred in which I gave a throw-in
the wrong way just after half-time.
A lapse of concentration meant that I had
not remembered the direction the teams
were kicking.
As this had rarely ever happened before I
just put it down as a one-off. However, a few
weeks later the same thing happened again.

I had been lining for nearly 20 years and
never had this problem before, so why was it
happening now?
To help me understand I analysed both
incidents, discussed them with my coach
and developed a new strategy that
would help me reduce the potential for
reoccurrence.
This new strategy involved, at the start of
the second half, moving the flag from hand
to hand and saying aloud the colour of
the team that’s kicking in that direction - I
also do this after a long stoppage or injury.
Thankfully this seems to have done the trick.

I also like to do a bit of research on how the
teams are performing; who is likely to be
playing; what kind of formation and team
tactics the teams may have and if there
have been any previous negative moments
between the two sides.

Although you should never prejudge what
will happen, I find it helpful to be ready for
what could happen so that it’s not a surprise.
And that is especially important when you
consider the fact that, thanks to the media
coverage that the Premier League attracts,
your performance will be scrutinised by
everyone - the PGMOL, The FA as well as
your colleagues, family and friends. There
really is no hiding place.
So, after each match I try to analyse my
performance like an assessor. I obviously
confront any errors that I may have
made and think of ways they could have
been avoided and how to prevent them
happening again, but I also think it is
important to praise yourself for the good
things that you did.
Ultimately, this preparation – alongside
support from monthly meetings with our
coaches and our sports psychologist - allows
me to go into my next match with a positive
frame of mind and the feeling that I will be
able to put into practice what I’ve learnt from
the previous match.

Maintaining the balance
I consider it to be essential to have a balanced life away from football. Quality time with my
family, friends and playing tennis is my way of getting away from it all and unwinding.
My family and friends have had to be so understanding when I have had to miss important
occasions such as weddings, christenings and even holidays due to the demands of my
matches, so when I do get free time I try to make the most of it.
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Training
for Mental
Concentration
Simon Breivik, PGMOL Head of Sports Science, outlines the importance of
physical fitness in contributing to good mental health and the benefits it
can bring to your decision-making and overall abilities as a match official.

It is widely accepted that match officials
need to be physically fit to cope with the
rigours of the modern game, but it’s worth
bearing in mind that there is more to gain
from good physical fitness than just the
ability to run around more.

A fundamental, yet
typically ignored,
benefit of being fit lies
in the link between
physical fitness and
mental fitness

KEEPING UP
There is no doubt that the athleticism of
the players and the speed at which they
move the ball around the pitch has made
keeping up with play an increasingly
significant physical challenge, and the
evidence speaks for itself. Last season,
Premier League referees had less time
to rest between high-speed runs than
the players, and while the number of
sprints the players perform per match
has increased by 30% over the past five
seasons, the referees’ sprint-count has
increased by a staggering 90% in the
same time. So, first and foremost, match
officials need to be in good physical
condition to be in the right place at the
right time.
But the benefits of being physically
well-prepared reach further than simply
facilitating movement, there are other
advantages we are guilty of overlooking.
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FITNESS IS CONFIDENCE

MENTAL FRESHNESS
We’ve already considered the physical
demands of refereeing but the cognitive
demands are just as significant. A
fundamental, yet typically ignored, benefit
of being fit lies in the link between physical
fitness and mental fitness.
A referee will typically make about 200
decisions in each match, which equates
to a decision every 25 seconds. What’s
more, each decision can comprise of a
number of smaller decisions: who should
take the restart? Where should the restart
take place? Is the restart taken correctly?
And, to make things worse, the cognitive
work load tends to accumulate across
the duration of a match with decisions
becoming increasingly ‘big’ as the game
goes on.
Ideally, a referee should be as mentally
fresh in the 85th minute as in the 5th
minute. Needless to say, a fit referee is
more likely to succeed in this challenge
than an unfit referee. The value of being
mentally fresh extends beyond making a
series of individual judgements. A referee
who is physically stressed is more likely
to be psychologically stressed and risks
losing emotional control and, potentially,
control of the players and the game.
So it’s not enough for an official to be in
a good position to make a potentially
match-changing decision if they’re too
exhausted to think straight when they get
there. The less a match costs a referee
physically, the more energy they can
afford to channel into what really matters
– making correct decisions.
Let’s say a referee needs to cover a total
distance of 11.5km, including 1500m
of high-speed running and 300m of
sprinting to keep up with play in a game.
This physical challenge will not have the
same impact on each referee. It could,
for argument’s sake, cost a referee with
an average level of fitness an exhausting
90% of their maximum heart rate over a
90-minute period, while a very fit referee
might find the game a breeze and average
just 80% of their maximum for the game.
Which referee’s decision making is more
likely to suffer as the physical demands of
the match take effect?

Howard Webb’s exceptional fitness
allowed him to average just 79% of his
maximum heart rate for the 2010 World
Cup Final (including extra time). He
coped easily with the physical demands
of the game, allowing him to use more
energy focussing on decision-making.
Consequently, the physical demands of
the game were not a distraction to him
as they would have been to a less wellprepared referee.
On a separate – but very much connected
note - there are also important nutritional
implications to consider in relation to
mental freshness and alertness. Along
with the muscles, the brain relies on a
source of glucose (carbohydrate) to
function properly, and you are more likely
to make mistakes if your brain is running
low on energy. Considering that your
brain and your muscles start using up this
restricted fuel supply right from kick-off, it
would be wise for match officials to ensure
that they top up their carbohydrate stocks
before the game and at half-time.
Hydration is also just as important to
mental performance. It has been shown
that a loss of just 1% of a person’s body
weight through dehydration can cause a
deficit in cognitive function. This would
equate to a loss of just 75cl for an average
person. You could suffer this amount
of fluid loss in just one half of a match,
especially on a hot day. Always aim to
arrive at the ground fully hydrated and top
up your fluid stores as ‘little and often’ as
you can.

A loss of just 1%
of a person’s body
weight through
dehydration can
cause a deficit in
cognitive function

Participants are formally judged on
their physical appearance in very few
sports, although gymnasts (to name an
example) are, rightly or wrongly, gauged
on their aesthetic qualities as well as their
actual performance. Referees are judged
similarly. Players, managers and fans will
tend to trust and respect a referee who
looks fit, more than one who looks unfit. By
the same token, it would be reasonable to
deduce that a referee who feels fit will tend
to feel confident and walk onto a pitch in a
mentally stronger state, as opposed to an
out of shape official.

Referees need to feel mentally and
physically confident in their body’s ability
to withstand the intensity of the game,
for example, if an assistant referee is
concerned about a weak hamstring during
a match, they may be less likely to perform
a full-blown sprint and conceivably lose
a crucial yard on a fast counter-attack.
Likewise, a referee who lacks confidence
in their fitness is almost certainly going
to compromise their positioning to save
energy. Officials who train well will gain the
resilience and subsequent confidence in
their physical ability they need to
perform confidently.

MOVEMENT &
POSITIONING
A less obvious bonus to being physically
well-prepared concerns ‘movement
style’. Good fitness can provide a referee
with a variety of movement options that
they can employ in response to a given
match situation.
For example, I am now seeing less of
the constant jogging we used to see
from referees in seasons gone by.
Nowadays, many of the top referees
use increasingly explosive bursts
of movement to keep up with play,
although this increasingly dynamic
approach means sprinting more, and
the outcome of this is that the referees
have more time to stand still and watch
the game with a still head. When you
consider that a referee is more likely to
make a correct decision when standing
still (or moving slowly), perhaps this is a
technique all referees should adopt.

CONCLUSION

A referee will typically make
about 200 decisions in each
match, which equates to a
decision every 25 seconds

Fitness undoubtedly plays an important
role in all match officials’ performances.
But a referee does not require the
aerobic fitness of Mo Farah or the
sprinting ability of Usain Bolt to keep up
with the game.
However, it would be foolish to ignore
the many advantages of being
physically fit. The fitter you are, the
better equipped you are to do your
job effectively and confidently without
distraction.
There has never been a better time to
start considering your training regime.
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Maintain your mental toughness and concentration

MAINTAIN YOUR
MENTAL TOUGHNESS
AND CONCENTRATION
FIFA Futsal Referee, Marc Birkett,
takes us through some of the
techniques he uses to maintain
his focus and concentration when
officiating at the highest level.

MENTAL CUES

Once at the ground your attention should
turn to the game and a set pre-match
routine, which can help you focus.

Once into the game we find ourselves in the
unpredictable world of sport where, for the
duration of the game, we will feel many ups
and downs and it is the latter which can be
detrimental to our performances.

We also need techniques to deal with high
scoring/one way games, where focus and
concentration are going to be an issue.

I have been lucky enough to work with
sports psychology teams with whom we
mapped a pre-match routine, which would
settle nerves and offer focus for the game.
The basics of the work focused around
repetitive situations and allowing specific
time allocations to each section i.e. prepare
kit, change, own time, warm up and collect
the teams.
I use a music playlist (played through
headphones) to link these together so that
I know where I am and helps set a familiar
environment, so no matter what the game
is I feel comfortable. The key is that it is
unique to you.

We could find ourselves at the opposite
end of the spectrum and the game can be
so intense that we need to create some
breathing time. This is when dead ball
situations are key.

Each week we follow the same pre-match
preparations and deal with what is played
out in front of us, which, in the main, is
something we do habitually.
But it is some of these habits which we
can focus and turn to techniques to help
us improve.
Mental toughness and concentration play
a huge part in our game, and it is these
elements that can bring the biggest return
if used in our favour. The topic of mental
toughness and concentration is huge and I
have put together some key points that have
formed part of my game which, I feel, could
be useful to use in your games.
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PARK IT, MOVE ON

TAKE A BREATHER

It’s always the small things that make a
difference in anything we do and Futsal
refereeing is no different.

PREPARE, PREPARE, PREPARE

VISUALISE

The starting point for mental toughness,
for a season or tournament, is to set goals.
By setting these goals you can then take
a deeper look at how you are going to
reach them.

Match days bring the reality of practical
refereeing and we should be ready and
armed with our background work and a
clear knowledge of the game ahead.

Fitness and Law knowledge are part of
game understanding, which requires
viewing of as many matches at the required
level to help widen your experience.

We can start to prepare mentally for what
is likely to happen in the game through
research of both statistics and with our
colleagues in the car to the game.

It is from these viewing experiences that
we learn to visualise events so that when
that tactical holding offence occurs we
recognise it and take the necessary course
of action.

Mentally piecing the game together to limit
any surprises will leave you confident for
the task ahead.

With such preparation time allocated we
can look forward confidently to our games.

We have all been in situations in games
where we would’ve liked to have made a
different decision, or fear we have made
the wrong call - it’s this that will have the
biggest impact on our game.
I’m sure we’ve heard many coaches/
mentors talking about parking it and
moving on, and this is true as our actions
cannot be changed.
There are various techniques that can
be used to park situations and the most
effective can be by imagining a method of
locking it away, i.e. closing a box.
This way you close the situation to move
on but it’s also important that you can open
this after the match.
This is saying that we may miss the big
decisions from time to time, but this is
not the case for all games where other
situations arise, where concentration and
mental toughness is key.

These can be our opportunity to take a
breather and refocus on the next phase of
play or situation.

REVIEW AND IMPROVE

If the game becomes too intense, failing
to make use of these dead ball situations
can lead us to lose that vital concentration
and we can start to feel lost and start
questioning decisions over and over, which
can lead to loss of control of the game.

We need to utilise the post-match period as
best we can. As referees, we will have made
many decisions during the game, some of
which could’ve been better or maybe
even wrong.

BUYING TIME

SETTING GOALS

Fitness, Law knowledge and application
are all important and are more often than
not elements we can control so are logical
starting points and setting a specific time
for each will vary depending on the level
that you operate at. It can be proportionate
to your goal and free time.

A UNIQUE PRE-MATCH ROUTINE

We often hear the phrase ‘buy some
thinking time’ - this can be vital as we try to
concentrate on the decision ahead.
It could be a yellow or red card situation
where you can move a player to a safe
area and in that time you can replay the
situation to be clear of the correct course
of action; be careful though to make use of
these at the right time so as not to cause
unnecessary delay.

It is during the post-match period when
it is important to release those parked
thoughts. One way common with referees
working with coaches is self-analysis,
usually through discussion.
For some, this is not possible, so putting
words to paper can help us record
these thoughts.

A lot of preparation for this is formed
around mental cues, which can help you
switch back on when your concentrating
begins flagging.
We’ve all had games where the play can
drop off and becomes slow, but if we have
specific cues to bring our concentration
back they can really help.
These cues can be replayed in our mind
to motivate ourselves, mentally saying
positive words or it can even be specific
movements such as springing back
into action.
That’s not to mean we have to bounce
around to get back in the game but specific
footsteps, side steps or movements could
all switch you back in the game.

“Mental toughness and
concentration play a huge
part in our game, and it is
these elements that can
bring the biggest return if
used in our favour.”
FIND TIME TO RELAX
The final step to take is to relax and take
a step out of the refereeing environment
at some part of the week so that you can
arrive at the next match refreshed and
ready for the new cycle.

It is important if you have locked away any
decisions that these are reviewed first,
so that you can work around and create
a positive view so that your next focus is
on a positive note and not about
making mistakes.
Over the course of a tournament or league
campaign you start to create useful
documents that you can view at any time
and, most importantly, help you achieve
the goals you set at the start.
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2014 UEFA Futsal euros

2014
UEFA
Futsal
euros
In February Futsal referee and Nottinghamshire FA Regional
Development Officer, Marc Birkett, continued his superb record
of refereeing at the highest level when he was appointed to the
final of the 2014 UEFA Futsal EUROs. Here he gives a personal
account of his experience in Belgium.

“For many reasons, the 2014
UEFA Futsal EUROs was a real
success and it clearly shows the
progress our sport has made in
recent years.”
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2014 UEFA Futsal euros

There is a huge sense of achievement when
you are appointed to any Championships, and
the UEFA Futsal EURO’s in Belgium were
no different.
Following the World Cup in Thailand two years
ago, my experiences and expectations have
changed dramatically while my drive and
determination to be better has increased.
When you are in a tournament environment
it’s important to make a good early start, and I
was fortunate to be appointed to the opening
game between Russia and the Netherlands,
with a highly regarded and experienced
Spanish referee.
Although on paper it looked an easy game, you
can never underestimate what can happen
but it was pleasing that the game went to form,
and for the referees it was an early solid team
performance in front of a capacity crowd.
The nature of a futsal Championships is that
you get very little rest between appointments,
which meant that I was required to officiate in a
further four groups games.
My final group game appointment was as
Referee 1 for the Group C decider: Italy v
Azerbaijan in which Italy won comfortably 7 – 0.
Despite the result, the game stands out as a
highlight for me as it was the first time that my
eight-year old son, Drew, was able to come and
watch his first UEFA game.
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After a busy group stage I did not receive a
quarter-final appointment, but was informed
that I would stay for the semi-finals. This
afforded me some valuable relaxation time
with Drew, my parents and some all-important
sightseeing, as well as some Belgian
chocolate shopping.
The knockout stages see a change in the
atmosphere around the referee team and the
event - everything becomes more focused
and intense.
The EUROs semi-finals line had a familiar
quartet of teams: Italy v Portugal and Spain v
Russia, so two of the Championships’ toughest
games lay ahead.
I received a Referee 2 appointment for the
Italy v Portugal game which I was absolutely
delighted with. I was also with my Czech
Republic colleague with whom I had worked
well with in previous games.
After several preparation meetings and video
analysis of the players it was time for the game,
and I could not wait for the challenge.
Within the first eight seconds I was called into
action with a dangerous attacking free kick
decision that served to settle my nerves and
made sure I was completely focused on
the game.

“All games are vital
in a championship,
but once you get to
the knockout stage
the atmosphere
around the referee
team and the
event changes,
everything becomes
more focused
and intense.”

The fixture was played at a tempo and
competitiveness that fitted the occasion and
required limited involvement from the referees,
which is the ideal situation.
Italy took a quick lead but Portugal fought back
and led 2-1 at half time. However, in futsal the
game can change in a split second and Italy
scored a further three goals to put them back
in charge.
Portugal scored a third goal late on to keep up
the pressure but they couldn’t add to it as Italy
secured their place in the final to play Russia,
who had overcome their losing run against
Spain in the other semi-final.
After all our efforts on the pitch our evening
was not over, as we were to find out who would
stay for the final games (3rd/4th play-off and
the final), which is always an anxious wait.
After the debriefing and some closing remarks,
we were told who would be staying for the final
day and I was delighted to be told I would be
one of the four officials staying.
I had been selected to time keep the third and
fourth play-off game and to be the third referee
(reserve referee) for the final game, which for
me, to be walking out on that last game after
opening the Championships, was a
huge honour.

The final preparations were very detailed but
the additional pressure and focus of the final
game was thorough and left the team with no
questions, which helped the atmosphere in the
changing room.
The referees for the final game were from Spain
and Croatia, and I would be assisted on the
table from my close friend from Finland.
Although the pressure was still on with it being
a very important job, it was enjoyable to take in
the whole occasion and maintain the focus for
the role I had in the final game.
The game was a great showcase for European
futsal, but after the overexertion in the semifinal from Russia, they couldn’t stop an in-form
Italian team collecting their second EURO title.
The game had been well-controlled by the
referee team with no major talking points or
decisions, which meant that the atmosphere
in the changing room and at the closing meal
were very special.

Previous Futsal
Tournaments:
• Croatia 2012
• Hungary 2010
• Portugal 2007
• Czech Republic 2005
• Italy 2003
• Russia 2001
• Spain 1999
• Spain 1996

For many reasons, the 2014 UEFA Futsal
EUROs was a real success and it clearly shows
the progress our sport has made in recent
years. With over 75% of the total tickets sold,
bumper crowds in the arenas, record TV
audiences and some spectacular matches,
Futsal continues to grow and establish itself
within the football family.
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10 Point Plan to performing well in your Cup Final

10 Point Plan
to performing

well in your

Cup Final

Are you preparing to take charge, run the line or be the fourth official of a cup
final this spring? If so, Roger Vaughan, FA National Referee Manager, outlines
ten key points you may consider to help you make the most of the experience.

It’s that time of the season again.
Frequently referred to as the business
part of the campaign, there will be
many important matches played
that will ultimately decide promotion,
relegation and championship
standings in leagues up and down
the country.
Equally this is the time that many
knock out competitions reach their
climax. For some of you, this will be
your first experience of officiating in a
cup final with all the joy, expectation as
well as trepidation that goes with it.
You may be appointed to referee,
act as assistant referee or be fourth
official, all of which are an honour, but
you need to be prepared to do your
best on the day.
To help you in doing this I suggest you
consider the following 10 points.
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1. Before
the Match

2. Match Day
Preparation
Consider your preparation for the game - are
you mentally prepared for the role you will
be performing?

Perhaps you have not acted as fourth official before
or acted as an assistant referee very often, so you
need to consider what is required.

Ensure you are fully aware of the final you have been
appointed to and make contact with the other officials if
you are the referee to confirm the travel and pre-match
arrangements. Your County FA or League may well have
arranged a Cup Final Seminar to help you, if so make
sure you attend.

Make sure all your kit is fully prepared and in
pristine condition for the important game you are
involved in.

It is also important to make sure you know all the rules
and regulations for the match – is there extra-time, kicks
from the penalty mark etc..?

3. On the Day

Have you considered how you are getting to the
ground? Are you sharing a lift with another official
or making your own way?
Have you also considered your dress code?
Normally you would expect to be wearing a
suit, shirt and tie but the referee may decide on
another dress code. You need to be consistent as a
team so this should have been agreed well before
match day.

4. Roles on
the day

Whatever your role, ensure your attitude is
absolutely 100% professional. You are not ‘only a
fourth official’; you are officiating in a cup final and
are a key part of the team.

5. Teamwork Off the Field
of Play
Remember the dressing room etiquette; the referee is
the team leader. If you are the senior assistant referee
(either based on experience or referee level) will you be
the one to replace the referee if there is a problem or will
it be the fourth official?
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6.	Pre-match
Instructions
Ensure you are comfortable in delivering
instructions if you are the referee. If you don’t
normally deliver them consider writing out a crib
sheet to help you remember.
You may also consider the main things you will
need to cover including entry onto the field of
play, diagonal/patrol path your assistants are
to run; what you need for offside; throw-ins
including eye contact, fouls and misconduct
including penalty kicks.
You should also deal with substitutions and the
role of the fourth official and assistant referee
on that side.
In addition you may consider monitoring the
goalkeeper and the goal line recording details,
general positioning and goal kicks and corners.
Finally, you should confirm what you require at
half time and at the end of the game.

7.	Teamwork
- On the Field
of Play
After you have briefed or been briefed it is
important to ask or answer any questions that
arise, depending on your role within the team.
You should enter the field of play as a team in
line with the rules of the competition. When
you are acting as an assistant it is important
you support and do not become over active
with your signalling.
When you are acting as an assistant you should
maintain eye contact at all times when possible
with the referee, this will ensure the teamwork
remains effective.

8.	The Role
of Fourth
Official
This may be a new role for you as a match
official. Remember what the Laws say about
the role of the fourth official - you are there
to support the referee and the other officials.
This will be on the administration of the
game before, during and after. You will be
responsible for substitutions supported by
the senior assistant referee. Remember
many of the teams will not have experienced
a fourth official before in their games so you
will need to communicate with them.
In addition, you will need to control the
Technical Areas to ensure they remain well
behaved and orderly.
You will be responsible for the replacement
of footballs on the referee’s instruction
and need to support the referee with any
decisions on the field if you are better
placed to help. If any of the occupants of the
technical areas act irresponsibly you should
bring it to the referee’s attention and, if
appropriate, report them after the game.
Overall, you are there to support the referee
in line with his pre-match instructions and
ensure that the occupants of the technical
areas do not cause issues that may affect
the way the game is played.

9. Teamwork After the game

When the game has finished, either in normal time, after
extra time or decided by penalty kicks (depending on the
competition rules) remember to maintain your team work
and support the referee with any disciplinary reports or other
administration that is required and be gracious in accepting
any hospitality you may be offered as a team.

10. Be professional
In supporting your colleagues, you will ensure that the cup final is an
enjoyable experience for all.
You should strive to be part of the best team on the day, but remember
the teams have achieved a lot to reach the final and want to enjoy the
day, but equally to win so you need to perform as well as you can in your
role in much the same way as you have done throughout the season.
Although this is a cup final it should still be a competitive game and you
need to remember that.
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Laws of the Game Amendments 2014/2015

Laws of
the Game
Amendments
2014/2015
The 128th Annual General
Meeting of the International
Football Association Board
(IFAB) was held in Zurich at
the Home of FIFA on Saturday
1 March 2014. The following
decisions were taken and the
Law amendments approved
come into force on 1 June 2014.

Rolling/Repeat Substitutions

Law 4 - Players Equipment – Slogans or advertising on undergarments

“Sin bins” in recreational football

The Football Association & Scottish Football Association presented the findings of their
two year pilot at grassroots amateur level and submitted the following amendment for
consideration by the IFAB members:

This Law amendment was proposed by The Football Association to ensure consistency
around what images, slogans, personal statements etc. can/can’t be shown on players
undergarments as outlined below.

UEFA have sought IFAB’s approval to
operate a sin bin experiment in some of their
U16 Development Tournaments.

Modifications, p.3
(alterations highlighted in red)
In addition to the above modifications, subject to the agreement of the member
association concerned and provided the principles of these Laws are maintained,
the laws regarding substitutions may be modified in their application for matches for
amateur players in any age group provided that:
• such matches are solely for amateurs
• such matches are not part of the most senior domestic competition of a
member association
Further modifications are only allowed with the consent of the International Football
Association Board.
DECISION:
• To be further deliberated by the two advisory panels
• The FA and SFA to carry on with the pilots and to provide a report to the panels
and the AGM

IFAB Reform Process
IFAB was asked to ‘self-reform’ as part of the
FIFA Governance review in 2012.
This process has now been completed
and IFAB has created as an independent
company within Swiss Law with newly
created statutes that will be incorporated
into the FIFA statutes.
This means that IFAB is protected as the
universal decision-making body with regards
to the Laws of the Game, with a Board of
Directors responsible for its day to day
operation.
As part of the reform process and to provide
greater consultation and transparency, IFAB
have created two new Advisory Panels:
• The Football Advisory Panel (FAP) will
consist of former and current managers/
coaches, players, technical directors etc.
• The Technical Advisory Panel (TAP)
will consist of referee experts from
all 6 confederations plus the 4 British
Associations and FIFA.
These two panels will convene to discuss a
wide range of football topics outlined by IFAB
and their conclusions/suggestions will be
presented back to IFAB for consideration.
An IFAB website will be created (it is currently
part of FIFA’s website) to deal with every
aspect of its responsibilities and give it an
independent corporate identity.
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Law 4 - Players Equipment – Headcovers
Other equipment (Interpretations), p. 69
(alterations highlighted in red)
Modern protective equipment (…) permitted.
Where head covers are worn, they must
• be black or of the same main colour as the jersey (provided that the players of
the same team wear the same colour)
• be in keeping with the professional appearance of the player’s equipment
• not be attached to the jersey
• not pose any danger to the player wearing it or any other player
(e.g. opening/closing mechanism around neck)
• not have any part(s) extending out from the surface (protruding elements)
(…)
DECISION:
• The proposed text was approved
• The law is equally applicable for both women and men

Structure and formatting of the Laws of the Game
The IFAB Technical Sub Committee asked permission to undertake a fundamental review of the
Laws of the Game in terms of the format and removal of any inconsistencies between different
laws. Currently, the 17 Laws are at the front of the book and the Interpretation & Guidelines for
Referees are at the back. The intention is to merge them into one so the Law & Interpretation
will be together. A Glossary of Terms will be added at the front of the book to make it easier for
everyone to understand. This was envisaged to be a two year project.
DECISION: Approved

Slogans or advertising on undergarments (Decision 1), p. 23
(alterations highlighted in red)
Basic compulsory equipment
Players must not reveal undergarments showing slogans or advertising. The basic
compulsory equipment must not have any political, religious or personal slogans,
statements or images.
A player removing his jersey or shirt to reveal slogans or advertising will be
sanctioned by the competition organiser. The team of a player whose basic
compulsory equipment has political, religious or, personal slogans or, statements or
images will be sanctioned by the competition organiser or by FIFA.
Undergarments
Players must not reveal undergarments that show political, religious, personal
slogans, statements or images, or advertising other than the manufacturer logo.
A player/team of a player that reveals an undergarment that shows political, religious,
personal slogans, statements or images, or advertising other than the manufacturers’
logo will be sanctioned by the competition organiser or by FIFA.
DECISION:
• The proposed text was approved
• The display of messages of any kind should be further debated

Goal of the experiment
To evaluate whether sin bins have a positive
development in the behaviour of young
players on the field of play as a purely
educational measure.
DECISION:
• To continue experiments with the
cooperation of UEFA who are
planning to include such
regulations at their future youth
tournaments in order to gather
more data
• To do research on the potential
influence on player behaviour
and development
• To ask the Technical & Football
Advisory panels to provide their
opinions on this matter
• To take a decision at the 2015 AGM

Video replay for match officials
The Dutch FA were in preliminary
discussions with a company who were
looking at a system that would involve
someone (ex referee etc.) looking at a TV
screen (somewhere in/around the stadium)
and deciding whether the referee had made
the correct decision on incidents - like red
cards, penalties etc - and then relaying it to
the fourth official in the Technical Area.
DECISION: After a very short discussion
it was clear that no-one was in favour
of moving forward with this area
of technology.

Further consideration needed
It was decided to send the following to the new Football & Technical Advisory Panels for their consideration.
Electronic performance and tracking
systems (EPTS)

Law 12 - Fouls and Misconduct Sending-off offences “triple punishment”

Law 12 – Fouls and Misconduct
- handling the ball

There was a wide ranging debate around the
use of Electronic performance and tracking
systems and whether IFAB should approve
their use. This technology included, but was
not restricted to, motion-sensor chip/GPS
tracker/monitors fitted inside players’
shirts/boots.

UEFA asked IFAB to reconsider their 2013
decision regarding the so called triple
punishment (Denial of an Obvious Goalscoring Opportunity), penalty kick, red card,
one match suspension.

The Football Association of Wales felt that
the interpretation of what was/wasn’t a
handball offence was inconsistent on many
occasions due to the number of criteria
referees were being asked to consider
before making the decision.

There was a lengthy discussion but
the general view was that IFAB was still
comfortable with the decision they made,
however they were prepared for it to be
discussed further.
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Penalty kicks – Cup Finals

Match Official Appointments
for FA Cup Finals
Season 2013/2014

FA CHALLENGE CUP

FA COUNTY YOUTH CUP

Arsenal -v- Hull City

Suffolk FA -v- Lancashire FA

Venue: Wembley Stadium – KO 5pm

Venue: Ipswich Town FC – KO 2.00pm

Referee: Lee Probert (Wiltshire FA)

Referee: Kevin Johnson (Somerset FA)

Assistant Referees: Jake Collin (Liverpool FA) and
Mick McDonough (Northumberland FA)

Assistant Referees: Rob Smith (Herts FA)

FINAL TIE - SATURDAY 17 MAY 2014

Penalty kicks - No nEED TO NAME KICKERS

Fourth Official: Kevin Friend (Leicestershire FA and Rutland FA)
Reserve Assistant Referee: Simon Bennett (Staffordshire FA)

Kicks from the penalty mark are
crucial whenever they are used
but especially when deciding
who wins a semi-final or even
a final.
At all levels referees are WRONG
when they ask the teams to
nominate their first five kickers;
the match officials must simply
ensure that every eligible
member of a team has taken a
kick before a team member can
take a second kick.
In other words There is no requirement to
name the kickers
The full procedure as outlined
in the Laws of the Game is
reproduced opposite.

Kicks from the Penalty Mark - Procedure
• The referee chooses the goal at which
the kicks will be taken
• The referee tosses a coin and the team
whose captain wins the toss decides 		
whether to take the first or the second kick
• The referee keeps a record of the kicks
being taken
• Subject to the conditions explained below,
both teams take five kicks
• The kicks are taken alternately by
the teams
• If, before both teams have taken five kicks,
one has scored more goals than the other
could score, even if it were to complete its
five kicks, no more kicks are taken
• If, after both teams have taken five kicks,
both have scored the same number of
goals, or have not scored any goals, kicks
continue to be taken in the same order
until one team has scored a goal more
than the other from the same number
of kicks
• A goalkeeper who is injured while kicks
are being taken from the penalty mark
and is unable to continue as goalkeeper
may be replaced by a named substitute
provided his team has not used the
maximum number of substitutes
permitted under the competition rules
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• With the exception of the foregoing case,
only players who are on the field of play
at the end of the match, which includes
extra time where appropriate, are eligible
to take kicks from the penalty mark
• Each kick is taken by a different player and
all eligible players must take a kick before
any player can take a second kick
• An eligible player may change places with
the goalkeeper at any time when kicks
from the penalty mark are being taken
• Only the eligible players and match
officials are permitted to remain on the
field of play when kicks from the penalty
mark are being taken

FA CHALLENGE TROPHY

FINAL TIE - SUNDAY 23 MARCH 2014
Cambridge United -v- Gosport Borough
Venue: Wembley Stadium– KO 3.00pm
Referee: Craig Pawson (Sheffield & Hallamshire FA)
Assistant Referees: Lee Betts (Norfolk FA) and
John Brooks(Leicestershire & Rutland FA)
Fourth Official: Tony Harrington (Durham FA)

FA CHALLENGE VASE

FINAL TIE - SATURDAY 10 MAY 2014
West Auckland -v- Sholing FC
Venue: Wembley Stadium – KO 3.00pm
Referee: David Coote (West Riding FA)
Assistant Referees: Constantine Hatzidakis (Kent FA)
and Adam Nunn (Wiltshire FA)
Fourth Official: Paul Tierney (Lancashire FA)

• All players, except the player taking the
kick and the two goalkeepers, must
remain within the centre circle

FA YOUTH CUP FINAL TIE

• The goalkeeper who is the team-mate of
the kicker must remain on the field of play,
outside the penalty area in which the kicks
are being taken, on the goal line where it
meets the penalty area boundary line

Fulham -v- Chelsea

• Unless otherwise stated, the relevant
	Laws of the Game and International F.A.
Board decisions apply when kicks from
the penalty mark are being taken

(TWO LEGGED FINAL) – HOME AND AWAY BASIS
MONDAY 28 APRIL & MONDAY 5 MAY 2014

FINAL TIE - SATURDAY 26 APRIL 2014

and Robin Cox (Oxfordshire FA)
Fourth Official: Steve Ross (Lincolnshire FA)

FA SUNDAY CUP

FINAL TIE - SUNDAY 27 APRIL 2014
Oyster Martyrs (Liverpool) v Humbledon Plains Farm (Durham)
Venue: Blackburn Rovers – KO 2.00pm
Referee:Carl Boyeson(East Riding FA)
Assistant Referees:Tony Peart(North Riding FA)
and Tom Nield (West Riding FA)
Fourth Official:Darren Handley (Lancashire FA)

FA WOMEN’S CUP

FINAL TIE - SATURDAY 1 JUNE 2014
Venue: MK Dons FC – KO 4.00pm
Match officials to be appointed after semi-finals

FA INTER LEAGUE CUP

FINAL TIE - SATURDAY 10 MAY 2014
Isle of Man League -v- Herts County League
Venue: The Bowl, Douglas, Isle of Man – KO 3.00pm
Referee: Chris Kavanagh (Manchester FA)
Assistant Referees: Matthew Corlett (Liverpool FA)
and Alix Pashley (Derbyshire FA)
Fourth Official: Rob Jones (Cheshire FA)

Referee: Jon Moss (West Riding)
Assistant Referees: Robert Hyde (Essex FA)
and Ryan Atkin (Hampshire FA)
Fourth Official: Justin Amey (Dorset FA)

FIFA List 2014 - New FIFA Assistant Referee
Following Simon Long’s resignation as a FIFA Assistant Referee (for family and business reasons) The FA received special permission from
FIFA to nominate an immediate replacement and not have to wait until 1 January 2015.
The FA nominated Gary Beswick (Durham FA) and FIFA approved his nomination so he is now a FIFA Assistant Referee for 2014
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A first for MCFA Youth Council

A first for MCFA Youth Council
He spoke about player management
covering pre-match, during the game
and post-match management of players;
also touching on general management of
situations where appropriate.
Anthony’s session was very interactive and,
in similar fashion to Tom, he generated a lot
of debate amongst colleagues.

Manchester CFA Youth Council
delivers their first football referee
training event.
Time has flown by since the inaugural
meeting of MCFA’s RA-FA Youth Council back
in September 2013.
The Council was set up to give referees the
chance to influence opportunities available
to their colleagues across the county
and it was at this meeting that Referee
Development Manager, David Coote, tasked
us with arranging and delivering the 2014
RA-FA Event.
Planning started immediately and we agreed
early on that it was important for a football
referee training event to be hosted by a
football venue.
We wanted to support one of our member
clubs by developing our strong relationship
and generating them some extra revenue.
Seeing the quality of facilities at Droylsden
F.C, the professionalism of the people at the
club and the incredible enthusiasm around
the place all contributed to a very easy
first decision.
The next piece of planning proved the
most difficult and huge credit goes to Chris
Bega for securing the services of Anthony
Taylor to act as guest speaker. Anthony, a
local Premier League and FIFA official, was
the best speaker we could have asked for
and as a result of the huge interest that we
managed to generate following confirmation
of his attendance, we were forced to
announce that the event was sold out days
before the event.
The support was nearly treble the
number compared with a year ago, which
demonstrated what an exciting time it is to
be a referee in this part of the country.
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What was most important was to deliver
an event that would appeal to referees
of all ages, levels and experience. And we
seemed to be successful in that aim because
there was representation from across the
refereeing pyramid – levels one to 10 and
ages 14-80.
David Coote opened the evening by
explaining how refereeing within the county
is in an incredibly healthy place, which is
testament to the great job that David
has done.
He was left with big shoes to fill when he took
over but over the past year he has taken us
to the next level and given the youth within
Manchester a voice. It’s been a great first
year in charge and we would like to offer a big
personal thank you from the Youth Council
for putting his trust in us.
Chris Bega then outlined what the Council
had achieved since its formation and the
direction he expected us to head in over
the coming 12 months. There will be an
even bigger effort to get behind the BUCS
partnership in the coming months and an
intense focus on RA development so keep
a look out for the work we’ll be doing as we
hope that it will benefit you all.
Tom Parsons was next to take to the stage to
deliver the Youth Council’s workshop around
the idea of event management, problem
solving and taking control of situations.
Tom’s delivery was unbelievable. This was an
incredibly interactive session and generated
a huge amount of debate amongst
colleagues. Everyone learnt something
from the session.
After a short break and a quick tidy up, it was
time for Anthony Taylor to deliver the main
session of the evening.

Upon completing his session, Anthony kindly
took to answering questions from the floor.
It was testament to the session that he had
delivered and the attitude of the officials in
the room, that a lot of the questions received
were around development, learning and
utilising his experience as a match official at
the highest level.
Funds raised from the subsequent raffle will
be split equally between our supportive local
RAs as a gesture of thanks for their continued
support and the hard work that they put
in to delivering the essential continued
development for our match officials – their
contribution is invaluable.
A huge thank you must also go to A&H
international for providing both gifts for our
referees and prizes for the raffle.
Our RA-FA Event was important for many
reasons. Firstly, it was an opportunity to
inform people of the work that the RAFA Youth Council does in supporting the
development of refereeing in Manchester.
More broadly, it presented the opportunity
to reflect on refereeing progress in our
county. It also gave aspiring and experienced
referees alike the chance to learn from a
current Select Group and FIFA Referee.
We would like to express our thanks to
all those who made the event possible –
Anthony Taylor, Droylsden Football Club,
A&H International and Manchester County
FA to name but a few!
This is our first key success as MCFA’s RA-FA
Youth Council. In the coming months, look
forward to hearing from us on the various
projects we are currently working on.
Similarly, please get in touch if you have
an innovative idea that could improve the
experiences of match officials across
the county.
Read more here

Eve-of-Final Rally
Friday 16 May 2014 - Doors open at 6.30pm
At 5pm on Saturday 17 May, Lee
Probert will lead his team out at
Wembley for The FA Cup Final
between Arsenal and Hull City.
Taking charge of the world’s biggest and greatest
domestic cup final is a momentous occasion for any
referee, and so to celebrate their appointment the
Eve of Final Rally returns to One Great George Street,
London, on Friday 16 May.
This fantastic annual event provides the perfect
opportunity to come and meet Lee and his team to
wish them well for the final, as well as listen to him
speak about his preparations and thoughts ahead of
the big day.

2014 FA CUP FINAL REFEREEING TEAM
Referee: Lee Probert (Wiltshire FA)
Assistant Referees: Jake Collin (Liverpool FA) and
Mick McDonough (Northumberland FA)
Fourth Official: Kevin Friend (Leicestershire FA and Rutland FA)
Reserve Assistant Referee: Simon Bennett (Staffordshire FA)
GUEST SPEAKER
We are also delighted to welcome former Chelsea and
England left back, Graeme Le Saux, as our guest speaker
Now a presenter for NBC’s coverage of the Premier
League, Graeme will take to the stage to share his
memories from his 16-year career.

BOOK NOW
Tickets: £12.00 for adults and £6.00 for those under 18
To book your ticket please call: 02476 420360 or
email: ra@footballreferee.org.uk
Venue: One Great George Street, London. SW1P 3AA
(Between St. James’s Park and Parliament Square)
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Whole Game System – Referee Registration Latest

Whole Game System Referee Registration Latest

‘ G e tting th e B ig D e cisi o ns right ’

The RA 2014 Conference
H inck l e y I s l and H o t e l - 1 1 and 1 2 J u ly 2 0 1 4

Phil Knight - FA Whole Game System Communications Officer

Building on last year’s record breaking event,
The 2014 Referees’ Association Conference
will focus on Getting the Big Decisions Right.
Following feedback from last year we have included
sessions focusing on health and fitness plus a session
designed to aid mental strength to cope with making
big decisions.

The first referee registration through the
Whole Game System took place at 6.00pm
on Wednesday 5 March 2014 and since
then thousands of match officials up and
down the country have been able to use the
system for the first time in order to register
for the 2014/15 season.
With the Referee Registration process
constituting the first live test of both Whole
Game and its associated payment gateway
Smartpay, it is perhaps unsurprising that
there were a small number of teething issues
during the immediate launch period. But,
having been flagged up by RDOs, these
were quickly resolved and the system is now
proving to be resilient and reliable.
One of the first to register was Lancashire
FA referee, Ashley Judd, who, as well as
registering himself for the new season,
also helped his two sons, Perry and Rory
to register.
Judd was particularly impressed with the
system’s ease of use:
“Registering was so straight forward and
the system so simple to use that all three of
us were able to complete our registrations
within 15 minutes,” he said.

“Payment was also processed
instantaneously and we were back at
our respective dashboards within a
few seconds.”
Devon FA’s RDO Jason Hayward was
equally positive.
“Since going live with Referee Registration
we have had 15% of our referee workforce
using Whole Game in less than a week, which
is a great start.
“Referees of all ages and IT abilities have
tried the system and have reported back to
say how easy it is.”
Referee registration was the first online
process to be available to match officials
through Whole Game, although Referee
Reporting has since been rolled out by a
large number of County FAs. This process
allows referees to submit yellow and red card
reports through the WGS portal directly to
the appropriate County FA.
WGS Referee Business Lead, Roger Vaughan,
is excited by the prospect of further
functionality being made available to
referee workforces.

He said: “I have been delighted by how well
the system has performed over the past
few weeks.

The RA is very grateful for the excellent support given
by the senior coaches from The FA as well as the elite
group of match officials all giving their time to support
refereeing in England.

“Whilst initial problems were to be expected
it is to the credit for the collaboration
between the RDOs and the WGS team that
we already have a system that is capable
of providing a sustainable base for referee
administration.

This year The RA is joining forces with the RA-FA Youth
Council following their debut at last year’s conference,
while the Friday evening will be a themed Brazilian
evening which is promising to be a sell-out.

“I am looking forward to working with
colleagues on the WGS RDO Working Group
to ensure that we maximise the fantastic
opportunities afforded by this
new technology.”

15%

of our referee workforce
registered using Whole
Game in less than a week,
which is a great start.

You will find regular updates on Twitter and Facebook,
and already there is a healthy competition between
Local Referees’ Associations – with Stockport leading
the LRA league table of attendees closely followed
by Coventry.
This year you can get your ticket to the conference
using our online portal, which will send you
confirmation email within one hour of your booking –
again this outstanding event is FREE to members.
www.participant.co.uk/tra/raconference2014

RefereesAssociation
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Development sessions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Controlling the penalty area
Getting fit to be in position to make the big decisions
Mass confrontation
Mental strength to cope with big decisions
Offside
When does a reckless challenge become serious foul play?
When is handball really handball?

Presenters

FIFA officials
• Andre Marriner, Michael Oliver, Lee Probert, Anthony
Taylor, Simon Bennett, Stuart Burt, Jake Collin, Darren 		
	England, Sian Massey, Jane Simms,
Select Group officials
• Lee Mason, Jon Moss, Craig Pawson, John Brooks

FA/PGMOL personnel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neale Barry - FA Head of Senior Referee Development
Ian Blanchard - FA Senior National Game Referee Manager
Simon Breivik - PGMOL Sports Scientist
David Elleray - RA President;
Chairman FA Referees Committee
Gemma Gale - RDO (Derbyshire FA)
Daniel Meeson - FA National Game Referee Manager
Ray Olivier - PGMOL Training and Development Manager
Adam Watts - PGMOL Assistant Referees Senior Coach

@RefsAssociation #RAconf14 #reffamily
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Marriner headlines
Leicestershire & Rutland
County FA RA-FA Event

Conference

RA-FA Youth Conference
RA-FA
RA-FA
RA-FA

Marriner headlines Leicestershire & Rutland County FA RA-FA Event

Friday July 11 2014

Friday
Friday July
July 11th
11th 2014
2014

Steve Bratt - Referee Development Officer Leicestershire & Rutland County

Over 160 guests attend Leicestershire & Rutland County FA’s annual RA-FA Event
2013 FA Cup Final referee, Andre Marriner,
gave a insight into his experience taking
charge of the world’s biggest domestic cup
final to over 160 guests at Leicestershire &
Rutland County FA RA-FA annual event
in February.
Hosted at the King Power Stadium, home of
Leicester City FC, his presentation headlined
an evening of engaging presentations that
encouraged some excellent debate
amongst attendees.
The evening was opened by National
Referee Development Manager – Volunteers,
Daniel Meeson, who welcomed everyone
before giving a 15-minute presentation on
the latest updates from The FA.
He was followed by Craig Mortimer,
Chartered Physiotherapist in Sports
Medicine, whose fascinating presentation
highlighted the importance of a thorough
warm-up routine before each game,
irrespective of the level at which you referee.
Natasha Wilson, Project Support Officer for
the RA-FA Youth Council then took to the
stage to explain more about how the RA-FA
Youth Council is structured and the benefits
it can bring to young referees.
After a short break it was a pleasure to
welcome Select Group and FIFA Referee
Andre Marriner to the stage.
Andre gave some background information
surrounding the weeks and days leading up
to the “biggest day” of his career and the
professional and personal pride both he and
his team clearly felt.
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He kept everyone entertained and enthralled
with interactive questions around video clips
of match incidents from the game, such as:
“What would you do?”, “Do you agree or
disagree with my decision?”
This open and honest approach provoked
lively debate amongst those present, both
from referees keen to develop their own skills
and from some of our guests who had never
refereed a football match before.
Andre was then given a most important
role to perform, drawing the nine winning
raffle prize tickets for prizes - many of which
were kindly donated by the County’s five RA
branches - ranging from two tickets to the
upcoming England v Denmark international
at Wembley Stadium through to £25
shopping vouchers.
To conclude the evening our presenters
were invited back onto the stage to take
part in a Q&A session. Attendees had been
asked to submit any questions they had for
our presenters, and these were supplied
from a wide cross section of our guests and
provoked some interesting and honest
thoughts from those on stage.
After a short closing address, the event
was formally concluded. However, it was
testament to our presenters that they
all stayed to take any questions, have
photographs taken and make the time to
speak to as many people as they could –
the room was still busy an hour later.

Take a look at some of the feedback
that was received about the event:
• “Following the event last Monday
evening, I would like to say how much I
enjoyed it. Although I am new to
refereeing the evening has inspired me
to go as far as possible in my refereeing
career and take up any opportunities
offered to me”
– Female Level 9 referee
• “The whole event was a heartening and
glowing example of what football means
and can bring to people”
– David Jamieson – Chairman
	Leicestershire & Rutland County FA
• “Just to let you know I thoroughly
enjoyed the evening and it’s got me
buzzing to be honest. So thanks very
much for an awesome event”
– Level 7 referee
• “Andre Marriner’s presentation along
all the other great speakers on the
night certainly made the evening really
worthwhile and informative”
– Mini Soccer Team Manager and
	Level 2 Coach
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International Duty

International Duty
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In March of this year Sian Massey, FIFA and Select Group Assistant Referee, travelled to Costa
Rica to officiate in the 2014 FIFA U17 Women’s World Cup. Here she provides an exclusive
insight into her experience during the month-long trip.
In December 2013 I was delighted to receive
an invitation from FIFA to act as an Assistant
Referee for the 2014 FIFA U17 Women’s
World Cup in Costa Rica.
My preparation for a tournament like this
began as soon as this phone call arrived. I
was required to pass a fitness test and full
medical before departure, which I got myself
ready for alongside revising the Laws of
the Game and practicing offside tests and
practice video tests.
Although a lot of work, I knew that FIFA
would put all the officials through all of these
tests when we arrived in Costa Rica, so it was
critical that I prepared as best as possible so
I could deliver and put myself in with a good
chance of going to the 2015 FIFA Women’s
World Cup in Canada.
I arrived in beautiful Costa Rica a week before
the tournament for the pre-tournament
seminars, which consisted of motivation
seminars, dreaded fitness tests (sprints,
ARIET, CODA and T-Test), offside tests (video
and practical) and a video test of situations.
Fortunately, these all went well and before
I knew it, it was time to announce the
first appointments.
I was delighted to be appointed as Assistant
Referee 1 for the match between China
and Nigeria.
The game went well with one tight decision
of whether the ball was in or out of play
along the goal line, the result of which was
a goal.
On the day after the first eight matches
we were debriefed together. There were
approximately 70 clips from the eight games
to discuss, including my decision from my
first game. I was happy to find out that my
decision was correct.

In the second round of matches I was then
appointed as Assistant Referee 1 for Mexico
v China with a referee from New Zealand.
It was a great experience working with a
referee from a different confederation and I
was pleased with how the game went.
Once again, though, I was faced with a tough
decision when I indicated a penalty kick for
an offence that was very close to the edge
of the penalty area. On review, and in the
debrief, I was again proved correct so I was
very happy.
For the third and final group games I was
appointed Assistant Referee 1 for Canada v
Ghana which would decide who progressed
to thequarter finals.
The match was played at a fast pace and
I was challenged to make a number of
important decisions, including a DOGSO
offence which resulted in the first red card of
the tournament. Again I was validated in the
debrief which meant that I had a chance of
staying at the tournament.
A few days later, the quarter final
appointments were made and I was not
appointed to a game. Whilst naturally
disappointed not to receive an appointment,
I had to believe that this meant I might
receive an appointment at a later stage.
After the quarter finals, FIFA released more
than half of the referees and assistants,
retaining only those they wanted to use
during the later stages of the tournament.

It was a great appointment from a personal
perspective because I was the only European
official to be an active official in the last two
games of the tournament. I felt this was a
real accomplishment and reward for all of the
hard work that goes on before and during
the tournament.
The game itself was a great spectacle, played
at a fast pace with a plenty of goals. For me,
the biggest decision of the game came in the
fourth and final minute of additional time.
It was a crucial non offside decision which led
to the equalising goal for Venezuela and the
game heading into a penalty shootout which
Italy won 2-0.
At the end of the game, and during our
debrief, I was relieved that the crucial offside
was correct.
Overall, the tournament was a great success.
I learned a lot from my experiences and
training opportunities, gained many new
friends, enjoyed the beautiful sights of Costa
Rica and, most importantly from a personal
perspective, represented English referees
and The FA to the best of my ability.
I hope to have put myself in with a chance of
being selected for the 2015 FIFA Women’s
World Cup in Canada, where once again, I
look forward to representing The FA.
Whatever happens, I will continue to work
hard in both domestic and international
appointments.

I was retained as one of 12 assistant referees
for the remaining four games and was
delighted when I was appointed to the third
and fourth play-off game between Italy and
Venezuela.
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FA Learning
The Football Association
St. George’s Park
Newborough Road
Needwood
Burton-Upon-Trent
DE13 9PD
T: 0800 085 2012
F: 01283 576 201
E: FALearningSupport@TheFA.com
TheFA.com/FALearning
FA Learning Hotline: 0800 085 2012
The Referees’ Association
Unit 12
Ensign Business Centre
Westwood Way
Westwood Business Park
Coventry
CV4 8JA
T: +44 (0) 2476 420 360
F: +44 (0) 2476 601556
E: ra@footballreferee.org

(our own outgoing e-mails from Head Office have “ .uk “ stuck on the end)

www.footballreferee.org

